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INTRO
“Your time is limited. Do
not waste it living somebody else’s life. Do not
allow dogmas to constrict
you – they are the result
of what others were thinking. Do not let the noise
of the voices of others
choke your inner voice.
The
most important:
Follow your heart and
your intuition, they know
already what you really
want to become. Everything else is secondary.”*
Steve Jobs

Father of climate change
theory corrects himself

ADHD – Preschool-aged kids often diagnosed wrongly Germany: 10 million
sj. Kids put into school at victims – falsely diagnosed abortions since the 60s
preschool age – ADHD diagno-sis often wrong. With headlines like this the press tries to
distract us from the fact that it
was their own articles which
previously praised these diagnoses. A Canadian study with
900,000 kids proves the fact of
a close correlation between being put into school early and
the so called “hyperactive children”. Oskar Jenni, child development specialist at the
Zurich children’s hospital
says: “The children’s disturbing be – havior is interpreted as
spasmodic although for those
starting school at such a young
age – this can be considered
normal”. For many years
millions of kids have been prescribed the dangerous psychodrug Ritalin on the basis of this
fundamental mistake. Regardless of the endless stream of

who are coming to the light
and in spite of the Canadian
research, the pharma-lobbied
media continues to sell us
“putting kids into school earlier” as a spectacular, supposedly “exploding trend”. Jenni
warns: “This drug can have
effects on children’s appetite,
sleep and growth.” Pumping
disturbing (active and lively)
kids full of psycho-drugs is a
crime withtough consequences. But as long as the profit
addicted pharmaceutical concerns continue to make money
with patients, doctors and psychiatrists, this tragedy will not
stop. Until we the people object to this crime, raise our
voices and demand new paths
in medicine this will not end.

British Biophysicist James
Lovelock, meanwhile 92 years
old, is regarded as one of the
“Founding Fathers” of the ecological movement. Without
Source:
him we would not have the
http://www.health24.com/news/
theory of supposed climate
ADHD /1-4639,73122.asp
change. He was one of the first
“More unforgivable than committing an error
to warn about the atmosphere
is to not draw any consequences of it.”
warming dangerously due to
Ralf Giordans
introduction of increasing
amounts of CO2. Every media
broadcasted or published his The Euro Disaster
saving the Euro. The aid packstatements. In a current inter- According to Max Otto,
professor
at
the
University
of
ages from America, which has
view with MSNBC, he admita still larger problem, are just
ted being wrong: “The problem Graz, Switzerland, who also
a distraction and designed to
is, we don’t know what is hap- predicted the financial crisis,
push through France’s ecopening with the climate. 20 the supposed Euro crisis is in
nomic interests. Even Frank
years ago we thought we knew reality a bank crisis. All the aid
Schaeffler the top financial
and we published alarmist programs neither help Greece
expert of the German liberal
books - my own included - be- nor Europe. The main benefiparty FDP, admitted the aid
cause everything seemed clear. ciaries are above all investment
programs will only lead to a
But nothing of what we had banks and super wealthy – the
further escalation of debt.
predicted has taken place.” Me- main investors in ailing EuroThey can never solve the
dia around the whole world are pean countries and those who
concealing this.
gambled with Greek governproblem.
Source:
Source: ment bonds. Only for them the
msn.com/_news/2012/04/23/11144098
http://www.european-circle.com/powerGreek
taxpayers
are
pressed
to
-gaia-scientist-james-lovelock-i-waspolitics/details/datum/2012/02/01/profalarmist-about-climate-change?lite
pay – under the guise of max-otte-the-euro-is-misconceived.html

is. Abortion is methodically
planned, systematic murder of
the next generation. The farreaching consequences, in
nearly every level of society,
are extremely negative. The
drastic consequences of this
are obvious and hit every level
of society, making a significant and extremely negative
difference. In simple figures
it’s the same as if no baby had
been born anymore in Germany since 1996. That’s the result
of abortions not only being
allowed but even financed
with public funds. A US
Elliot- Institute study shows
how the average woman fares
after having an abortion:
92, 6% - feelings of guilt
88, 2% - depression
82, 3% - loss of self esteem
55, 8% - suicidal
66, 0% - ending the
relationship with partner
40, 6% - resort to drugs
36, 5% - resort to alcohol
Public television, for example
the RBB program “Kontraste”
from 14.04.2011, doesn’t see
any problem with abortion.
Instead they brutally criminalize those who actively,
lovingly draw attention to
these dramatic consequences
and so save thousands of
babies and their mothers from
this disaster.
Source:
http://afterabortion.org/2011/
abortion-risks-a-list-of-majorpsychological- complicationsrelated-to-abortion/
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Twitter plans on
using national filter

“Only cash is the real deal!” – EU gets rid of cash Facebook:
bu. By means of the still wide- of the citizens becomes trans- Friend Finder illegal

me. The online news service
Twitter, which currently provides 100 million users with
the opportunity to exchange
messages, wants to soon make
it possible to block messages
in certain countries. This means
that contributions will be
invisible in some countries
while the rest of the world can
still see them. Twitter hopes
to use this filter system to
attain easier access to countries
with restricted freedom of
opinion (e.g. China). But critics
say that the criteria for blocking
singular contributions are not
actually stated and are lastly
set by Twitter alone. One thing
is for sure: Internet censorship
is on its way. The only way
to stay non-manipulated is to
build Internet-free connections
and works.

ly unknown EU-Money Directive, cash is, step by step,
supposed to be eliminated also
in Germany in order to pave
the way to „innovative and
safe e-money services“ without cash. For this aim the sum
of cash citizens may use in
Germany is to be reduced further and further [as from August 2012, n.b.e.], like it is
already the case in other countries. One motive has been
propagated cleverly and at
great expense in Sweden:
crime rates would drop without cash and consequently the
risk to fall victim of robbery
and violence. However without cash almost the entire life

Source:
http://phys.org/news/2012-01-twitterblock-collaborating-censors-rsf.html

Lucrative journalism
ef. In the year 1982: “This
counts for journalists as critics:
Please do not forget the
monetary benefits of the press
identification, for instance for
the purchase of longterm
consumption goods. The
Volkswagen works gives
journalists 15 percent; other
car companies give even
higher rebates. After all,
journalists who are usually so
conscious of the public, like
to keep their tax privileges
secret. Every professional journalist pays no taxes for 250
Marks monthly income (n.b.e.:
German currency). If he is a
member of the state press
conference, it is 5600 Marks
annually; the half-thousand
journalists in the capital do
not pay taxes on 10.200 Marks
a year – as members of the

parent: the government and
banks know where, when,
what for and how much money
you’ve spent. This entirely
cashless money circulation offers enormous possibilities to
governments and banks for
controlling citizens and clients
extensively. It also opens the
door to unlimited manipulation of virtual money. Who
will then protect the people
from possible crimes committed by government and banks?
Source:
http://www.cbsnews.com/8301202_162-57399610/sweden-movingtowards-cashless-economy/
http://unsealedprophecy.wordpress.
co m/2012/01/27/cashless-europefrom-aug-2012/

“Population Explosion” – a simple calculation
li. Ralph Epperson refuted, Oregon, about as big as 40 by
with an simple calculation, the
thesis of overpopulation that
was drummed into our heads
for decades: “Oregon, a rather
small state compared to others
in the USA, has an area of
95.607 square miles. If a whole
world’s population, of about 6
billion, would move to Oregon
and leave the rest of the planet
totally empty, then a family of
four would have a piece of
national press conference.”*
Why don’t we all have the
same right? Who allowed this?
Such tax privileges make journalists more easily manipulated – easily blackmailed. Whoever doesn’t write “politically
correct” is quickly out of the
game and thus out of the
special rights. Tax advantages
for journalists also always
mean tax disadvantages for
everyone else. How is it today
and how will it be in 30 years?
Original German Source:
Infotext Peter MeierBergfeld: “Staats(ver)diener?
Der öffentliche Dienst“, p. 168
(Edition Interfrom,
Zurich 1983)

43 meters. That is about half
the size of a typical lot.”*
Truth can be so simple! It
should be quickly made known
worldwide by word of mouth.
Source:
The unseen hand, A. Ralph
Epperson, page 230.

„And further by these wise
words be warned: The making
of many books has no end,
and much study is a weariness
of the flesh.”
King Solomon 1000 B.C.

A computer
answers questions
gf. Two years ago, Google’s
head of administration, Eric
Schmidt, stated: “Most people
aren’t satisfied with Google
answering their questions; they
also want to be told what to
do next. In order to fulfill this
wish, innumerable pieces of
information about people,
things and places are being
collected and linked together.”
This is how the semantic web
is created, the search engine
that can be asked and can

lr. The Berlin State Court decided that the option “Friend
Finder” in Facebook was
against German law because
Facebook members were seduced to disclose to Facebook
the names and e-mail addresses of friends who are not
members in this social network themselves. The court
holds the view that Facebook
would not sufficiently inform
their users that with this option
they upload to Facebook all
e-mail contacts of their friends,
e.g. from Outlook or from the
address book of their mobile
phones. The consequence
could be unwanted invitations
to Facebook membership which is considered an offense.
The verdict obligates Facebook to inform precisely and
in all detail about this context.
Every clear-minded person
should realize sooner or later
that Mark Zuckerberg had complete knowledge of these and
some other news before he
lured the masses into the Facebook stockmarket trap.
Source:
http://www.dw.de/dw/article/
0,,15792 273,00.html

answer independently. This
future artificial intelligence
can evaluate and decide everything for the thankful user.
That this also means completely saying goodbye to
one’s own intelligence is
something that needs to be
taught to the less intelligent in
a more intelligent way.
Source:
http://www.pcworld.com/businesscen
ter/article/161869/google_rolls_out_
se mantic_search_capabilities.html

Conclusion:
“History doesn´t
repeat itself – it is
only repeated.”
Gerhard Wisnewski

Note by translator: All citations marked with* are re-translated from German into English.
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